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Abstract— the present work is a dynamic resource management 

scheme for authentic vehicles in vehicular ad hoc network. It 

addresses the solution of three fundamental issues of vehicular ad hoc 

network by maintaining a common set of information. One of the 

issues is to verify the authentication of a vehicle whereas the other is 

to track an authentic vehicle in vehicular ad hoc network. The third 

issue is to predict and reserve the resource dynamically for an 

authentic vehicle depending upon its mobility pattern to satisfy the 

availability requirement of vehicular ad hoc network. The 

performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated on the basis of 

percentage of resource utilization and average block of service.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HIS unique identification of a vehicle at a very fast speed 

helps to track it at various check points within a boundary 

or premises. The vehicle tracking system is required to 

manage the security of vehicles in case of theft or any 

unwanted incident. Along with identification and tracking it is 

also required to protect the communication in a secured 

vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) system from 

unauthorized message injection and message alteration. In 

case of inter-vehicle communication or communication 

through infrastructure vehicle identification and authentication 

are the fundamental security issue as it helps to process the 

messages from legitimate senders only during communication. 

Moreover it is required to distribute the available resource 

among the authentic vehicles dynamically to satisfy their 

availability requirement. Each vehicle should be capable of 

sending any information at any time. A vehicle may use the 

reserved resource for getting replies of some queries such as 

traffic condition of a road, availability of parking slot near the 

shopping mall etc. from BS. So the dynamic resource 

management is also an important research issue in VANET.  

  Several identification, tracking and authentication schemes 

have been proposed so far. Sensors can be used for vehicle 

detection and tracking. But sensors may not be able to collect 

accurate information regarding vehicle identification due to 

the interference of any Bluetooth signal or microwave signal 

with the collected information during transmission. It needs 

sophisticated and expensive technologies to collect high 

quality information. Moreover a lot of sensors are required to 

collect the traffic status [1] from the entire coverage area of 

the transportation network due to the limited effective range of 

most of the sensors.  
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The power consumption of sensors is also a concerning factor. 

The close circuit television (CCTV) technology [2] may be 

used in vehicle tracking system. But the image quality is 

affected by the lighting or the presence of trees. The CCTV 

images cannot be preserved for a long time, so police 

investigation is under time pressure to locate relevant material. 

The images can be of poor quality and may not be a reliable 

means of verifying identity. It also needs data protection and 

legislation. In [3] a barcode is affixed to each vehicle for 

automatic vehicle identification. The optical reader may be 

used to read it. But its quality is affected by weather and in 

case of dirty vehicles. The global positioning system (GPS) 

may be used to know the current position of a vehicle [4]. But 

it cannot distinguish one vehicle from another. Moreover 

satellite communication is required to process data which is 

obtained from GPS. But satellite communication is not 

adequate at urban and forest area. Any storms having ionized 

particle may introduce noise in the collected information. The 

elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) is proposed 

in [5]. It takes 7 ms to verify a single ECDSA signature. 

However, an attacker can send an invalid signature in a 

fraction of that time which gives rise to Denial of Service 

(DoS) attacks. An attacker may flood the receiver by sending 

invalid signatures using a fraction of dedicated short range 

communication (DSRC) bandwidth. The public key 

infrastructure (PKI) is widely used in VANET [6] to ensure 

user validity. But it requires a large key and certificate which 

poses storage concerns. Moreover the authors did not present 

the qualitative analysis of the scheme. Timed efficient stream 

loss-tolerant authentication (TESLA) is proposed in [7]. 

 It uses symmetric cryptography to verify the authentication 

of the source of a message. It helps to reduce the 

computational overhead but it fails to prevent the occurrence 

of repudiation and pollution attack. Moreover TESLA is 

vulnerable to storage based DoS attack. In [8], the certifying 

authority (CA) assigns a public key to each vehicle for vehicle 

to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) 

communication. The vehicle uses the public key for 

encryption. CA generates a signature from the said public key 

and assigns it to the vehicle in case the vehicle wants to get 

any service from the network. But any intruder may get the 

public key of a vehicle and may start some communication. 

Broadcast authentication is mentioned in [9]. Here source 

node sends packet to the destination node. In this packet the 

source node specifies the error correction bits. After receiving 

all the packets from source node, the destination verifies the 

authenticity of the source node using the error correction bits. 

So the destination end takes considerable amount of time to 

verify the authenticity of the source node which is not 
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permitted in the VANET environment due to the high velocity 

of vehicles. 

 The solution of three fundamental issues in VANET by 

maintaining a common set of information is proposed in the 

present work. The authentication issue verifies the 

identification and authentication of vehicles using vehicle 

identification number (VIN) [10] during its initial registration 

in VANET. It generates a digital signature for each authentic 

vehicle. The location tracking issue tracks an authentic vehicle 

within VANET. It assigns the digital signature to the authentic 

vehicle. Finally the resource management issue distributes 

dynamically the available resource of VANET among 

authentic vehicles depending upon their mobility pattern. 

 The proposed VANET is a hierarchy having certifying 

authority (CA) at the root level, base stations (BSs) at the 

intermediate level and vehicles at the leaf level.  Each vehicle 

in VANET has an electronic license plate (ELP) in which VIN 

of the vehicle is embedded in encrypted form by the vehicle 

manufacturer and it broadcasts (as per IEEE P1069 and IEEE 

802.11p) the encrypted VIN after entering into the coverage 

area of a new BS in VANET .  

    The CA maintains a VIN database (VIN_CA) to store the 

VINs of the vehicles that are already manufactured. The 

VIN_CA is updated when a new vehicle is manufactured. CA 

gathers knowledge about the available pattern of each 

character in VIN of the vehicles which are already 

manufactured by consulting with VIN_CA after updating it. 

   Each BS maintains an indexed VIN database (VIN_BS) to 

keep the record of authentic vehicles in the form (E_VIN, 

D_Sig, Count_Value). Each record in VIN database is for a 

particular vehicle. The E_VIN attribute in a record is the 

encrypted VIN of the corresponding vehicle, D_Sig attribute 

indicates the digital signature of the corresponding vehicle and 

Count_Value attribute indicates the number of times the 

corresponding vehicle enters into the coverage area of the BS.  

    Each BS has three module, authentication module, location 

tracking module and resource reservation module. The 

authentication module at a BS verifies the authentication of a 

vehicle and inserts a record in VIN database if the vehicle is 

authentic. It helps to allow only the authentic vehicles to 

reside in the coverage area of VANET. The location tracking 

module at a BS tracks an authentic vehicle within its coverage 

area and updates the record of a vehicle in VIN database 

during tracking. It helps to track a misbehaving vehicle for 

revocation. The resource reservation module at a BS maintains 

the available resource in a pool. It computes the location 

probability of each authentic vehicle within the coverage area 

of its associated BS using the count value attribute of the 

records in the same VIN database. It reserves a fraction of the 

available resource for each authentic vehicle depending upon 

its location probability.  

     The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The section II 

describes the present scheme. The experimental results are 

elaborated in section III. Section IV concludes the paper. 

II.  PRESENT WORK 

Let the v
th

 vehicle (Vv) enters into the coverage area of B
th

 

BS (BSB, 1≤B≤NO_OF_BS, NO_OF_BS be the number of 

BSs under CA) under CA. The ELP of Vv (ELPv) broadcasts 

the encrypted VIN of Vv (E_VINv). 

   A. Function of authentication module 

 The authentication module at BSB (AMB) receives E_VINv 

from Vv. BSB has a VIN queue (BSB_VIN_Queue) to store the 

encrypted VINs of the vehicles. 

Insertion of E_VINv in BSB_VIN_Queue: AMB searches 

VIN database (VIN_BSB) for E_VINv using VIN_SEARCH 

algorithm [10]. If not found Vv is new in the coverage area of 

VANET. AMB adds E_VINv at the end of BSB_VIN_Queue. 

Otherwise the initial registration phase of Vv is over and Vv is 

authentic. AMB searches VIN_BSB to read the count value 

attribute from the records corresponding to the encrypted 

VINs which are waiting in BSB_VIN_Queue. It arranges the 

waiting encrypted VINs in the descending order of their count 

value attribute in BSB_VIN_Queue.  

Processing of E_VINv from BSB_VIN_Queue: If Vv is 

authentic AMB reads the digital signature of Vv (D_Sigv) from 

the record corresponding to E_VINv in VIN_BSB and triggers 

the location tracking module at BSB (LTB) by sending D_Sigv. 

In that case BSB is the current BS (Current_BS) of Vv within 

which Vv is currently passing through.  

Otherwise AMB initiates the initial registration phase of Vv. 

It calls the verification function at CA [10] by sending 

E_VINv to verify the authentication of Vv. The verification 

function at CA generates the decrypted VIN of Vv (D_VINv) 

from E_VINv using RSA algorithm [11]. The CA knows the 

possible pattern of each character in decrypted VIN [12]. It 

also has knowledge about the available pattern of each 

character in the decrypted VIN from VIN_CA. So it verifies 

D_VINv for its validity using VALID function. 

VALID function 

k=1 

LOOP: { 

D_VINv_k: k
th

 character of D_VINv 

PPk: Possible pattern of D_VINv_k as mentioned in [12] 

AVk: Available pattern of D_VINv_k as gathered from 

VIN_CA 

if (D_VINv_k≠PPk or D_VINv_k≠AVk) 

  {D_VINv is not valid 

    Exit} 

if (D_VINv_k=PPk and D_VINv_k=AVk) 

 { D_VINv_k is valid 

    Go to L2} 

} 

L2:{    k=k+1 

           If (k>17) 

          { D_VINv is valid 

             Exit } 

           Else 

             Go to LOOP } 

 

   If D_VINv is not valid the verification function at CA 

generates a security message for the police or checking 

personnel to make them aware about Vv. Otherwise CA 

generates D_Sigv from D_VINv using SHA-1 algorithm [11] 

and constructs Bv which contains (E_VINv, D_Sigv) pair. It 

calls the insertion function at all the BSs under CA by sending 

Bv to them.  
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  The insertion function at all the BSs under CA inserts 

(E_VINv, D_Sigv, 0) in their VIN database. During this span 

of time Vv may reside within the coverage area of BSB or may 

move to the coverage area of another BS under CA. The BS 

within which Vv is currently passing through is its 

Current_BS.  So the authentication module at Current_BS 

receives E_VINv from ELPv of Vv and Bv from CA. This 

module triggers the location tracking module at Current_BS 

by sending D_Sigv which is obtained from Bv. 

   B.  Function of location tracking module 

  The location tracking module at Current_BS assigns D_Sigv 

to Vv and inserts D_Sigv in a tracking queue. It searches VIN 

database at Current_BS for the record corresponding to 

E_VINv and increases the Count_Value attribute of this record 

by 1. This module triggers resource reservation module at 

Current_BS by sending a resource reservation message for Vv 

(Resource_RMv). Vv sends D_Sigv periodically to the 

Current_BS. The location tracking module at Current_BS 

switches on a timer and initializes the timer to τv for Vv. If it 

receives D_Sigv after the expiry of τv, it reinitializes the timer 

to τv. Otherwise it stops tracking of Vv within its coverage area 

by deleting D_Sigv from its tracking queue and triggers the 

resource reservation module at Current_BS by sending a 

release resource message for Vv (Release_RMv). The tracking 

queue at a BS helps to remember the order in which it receives 

digital signature from the authentic vehicles within its 

coverage area periodically. 

  C. Function of resource reservation module 

  The resource reservation module at Current_BS maintains 

the available resource in a pool (AV_POOL). It receives 

Resource_RMv from the location tracking module at 

Current_BS and increases a block count counter by 1 if 

AV_POOL is zero. 

    Otherwise it searches the VIN database at Current_BS for 

the record of Vv and reads the count value attribute (Countv) 

from it. It also computes the location probability of Vv within 

the coverage area of Current_BS (LPv) as the ratio of Countv 

to the sum of count value attribute of all the records in VIN 

database. Finally it computes the amount of the reserved 

resource for Vv (RRv) as LPv*AV_POOL and updates 

AV_POOL as AV_POOL - RPv.   

     The resource reservation module at Current_BS adds RRv 

to AV_POOL after receiving Release_RMv from the location 

tracking module. 

   D.  Consideration of attack 

   In the proposed scheme the ELP of a vehicle sends its 

encrypted VIN only once after entering into the coverage area 

of a new BS and each authentic vehicle sends its digital 

signature periodically to a BS. But the BS stores the encrypted 

VIN and digital signature pair of an authentic vehicle in its 

VIN database only once i.e. after its initial registration phase. 

Moreover the vehicle which sends its digital signature to a BS 

more frequently than the specified period is identified as a 

misbehaving vehicle by the BS. The BS revokes such a 

vehicle and informs CA by sending its digital signature. So 

unlike [5, 7] the proposed scheme has no DoS and pollution 

attack [13]. 

  In the proposed scheme an authentic vehicle sends its 

digital signature periodically to a BS. An attacker may capture 

the digital signature of an authentic vehicle, drops it or sends it 

to the BS in a modified form. But in both the cases the BS is 

able to detect the presence of attack as it is not receiving the 

digital signature from the authentic vehicles within its 

coverage area in the same order as available in its tracking 

queue. So the proposed scheme has no message suppression 

attack and alteration attack. 

  Each vehicle is identified by its encrypted VIN and digital 

signature pair. Moreover the encrypted VIN of a vehicle is 

embedded in its ELP. So it is not possible for a vehicle to 

change its encrypted VIN. If a vehicle modifies its digital 

signature the system will find a mismatch in encrypted VIN 

and digital signature pair of that vehicle. Such a vehicle is 

identified as a misbehaving vehicle by the system. So the 

proposed scheme has no node impersonation attack.  

   E. Merit of the scheme 

  Unlike schemes [1,2,3,4] the present work uses VIN of a 

vehicle for its identification and authentication. The use of 

VIN is advantageous as it is impossible to transfer VIN among 

vehicles and to alter the information on it. Moreover VIN of a 

vehicle remains intact even in typical environmental 

condition. It contains information about the manufacturer of 

the vehicle and description of the vehicle. So other than 

identification and authentication VIN can also be used to 

know the manufacturing details and the details description of a 

vehicle which may require in case of accidents etc.  

   The digital signature of the vehicle is generated from its 

encrypted VIN after verifying its authentication and so no 

extra data is required to generate the digital signature for an 

authentic vehicle other than its VIN.  

   The verification function at CA sends the encrypted VIN 

and digital signature pair of an authentic vehicle to all the BSs 

under it. So even if the vehicle moves to another BS under CA 

during its initial registration phase, it will receive its digital 

signature as all the BSs under CA have a copy of the same 

digital signature. Therefore the initial registration phase of a 

vehicle is independent on its velocity which is an obvious 

requirement in VANET due to its high mobility model. 

   The ELP of a vehicle broadcasts its encrypted VIN after 

entering into the coverage area of a new BS. Moreover an 

authentic vehicle sends its digital signature periodically to the 

BS. So a BS is able to track an authentic vehicle within its 

coverage area which helps to detect the location of a 

misbehaving vehicle in VANET. 

   In [10] each BS distributes its 48 channels among vehicles 

within its coverage area randomly. So the block of service at a 

BS may be for a vehicle whose location probability within its 

coverage area is very high. The location tracking module at a 

BS in the proposed scheme is made more realistic considering 

the fact that the location probability of vehicles at different 

BSs is different. In this scheme the block of service at a BS is 

mostly for the vehicles whose location probability within its 

coverage area is minimum. Moreover each BS in [10] can 

provide service to 48 vehicles only whereas each BS in the 

present scheme can provide service to more vehicles within its 

coverage area which has also been observed during 

simulation. 
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    F.  Application of the proposed scheme in vehicular 

communication 

 The fundamental security function in vehicular 

communication consists of entity authentication and message 

authentication. Vv sends a message (Messv) to its neighbors 

during vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication. The Messv 

format contains the digital signature of Vv (DS) as its identity. 

Let BSB receives Messv. AMB searches VIN_BSB and LTB 

searches tracking queue for DS. If DS is found in VIN_BSB, 

Vv is authentic. If DS is found in VIN_BSB and also in 

tracking queue Vv is within the coverage area of BSB and 

hence BSB receives Messv. So Messv is generated from an 

authentic vehicle. If DS is found in VIN_BSB but not found in 

tracking queue it may happen that Vv is using the digital 

signature of other authentic vehicle that is not in the coverage 

area of BSB currently. As per the proposed scheme Vv is 

allowed to reside within the coverage area of VANET if it is 

authentic and it has a valid digital signature. So Vv is authentic 

and has a valid digital signature but still it is using the digital 

signature of other authentic vehicle as its own identity. Hence 

Messv is generated from an intruder. If Vv is an intruder LTB 

triggers the resource reservation module at BSB by sending 

Release_RMv. The resource reservation module at BSB 

releases RRv and updates its AV_POOL as AV_POOL+RRv. 

LTB also sends DS to CA for revoking Vv from VANET. 

III. SIMULATION 

   In this section the simulation parameters are considered for 

discussion. The performance of the proposed scheme is 

studied qualitatively and quantitatively. It is also compared 

with the performance of [10]. The simulation experiment is 

conducted for 10 BSs under CA. 

    A.  Simulation parameter 

  The Size_E_VINv is the size of E_VINv and it is 17C bits 

where C = log2 [ 2
max(P, Q)

 − 1]. P and Q are the prime numbers 

used in RSA algorithm. Kp and Ks are the public and private 

key respectively used in RSA algorithm. The size of D_Sig 

(Size_D_Sig) is 160 bits. The size of Bv (Size_Bv) is 

(Size_E_VINv+Size_D_Sig) bits. The data transmission rate 

(Data_TR) is assumed as 6 Mbps [14]. 

  B. Qualitative analysis 

 The performance of the proposed scheme is studied 

qualitatively on the basis of communication overhead and 

storage overhead per vehicle. It is reported for Vv in this 

section. 

Communication overhead per vehicle: The 

communication overhead of Vv is COMM_OHv. The 

communication overhead for verifying the authentication of 

Vv includes the transmission of E_VINv from Vv to CA and 

the reception of Bv by all the BSs from CA. So the overhead is 

2 * Size_E_VINv + (NO_OF_BS)*Size_Bv bits.  

  The communication overhead for tracking of Vv includes 

the assignment of D_Sigv to Vv by Current_BS and the 

periodic transmission of D_Sigv from Vv within Current_BS. 

Let Vv sends D_Sigv M number of times while it is within the 

coverage area of Current_BS. So the overhead is 

(M+1)*Size_D_Sig bits. So COMM_OHv = [(2+NO_OF_BS) 

* Size_E_VINv + (NO_OF_BS+M+1)*Size_D_Sig]/Data_TR 

secs. The COMM_OHv in [10] is 

[Size_E_VINv*(2+NO_OF_BS) + 

(NO_OF_BS+1)*Size_D_Sig]/Data_TR secs.  

Storage overhead per vehicle: The CA uses VIN_CA to 

gather knowledge about the available pattern of VINs of the 

vehicles that are already manufactured. As VIN_CA is not 

required for verifying authentication of Vv, the storage 

overhead for Vv (STO_OHv) is assumed an independent on 

VIN_CA.  

 

 
Fig.1 COMM_OHv vs. Size_E_VINv 

 

The NO_OF_BS numbers of BSs under CA have a copy of 

(E_VINv, D_Sigv, Countv) in their VIN database. Moreover 

each BS maintains a tracking queue. So STO_OHv = 

NO_OF_BS * (Size_E_VINv + Size_D_Sig + Size_Count + 

Size_TQ) bits, where Size_Count is the size of Count_Value 

attribute and Size_TQ is the size of tracking queue at each BS. 

Both Size_Count and Size_TQ are assumed as 32 bits. The 

STO_OHv in [10] is NO_OF_BS*(Size_E_VINv+Size_D_Sig) 

bits. 

 

 
Fig.2 STO_OHv vs. Size_E_VINv 

  C.  Quantitative analysis 

 The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is evaluated 

through quantitative analysis in this section. The experiment is 

conducted to observe the variation of the percentage of 

resource utilization vs. number of vehicles in VANET. The 

resource utilization is computed as the ratio of the utilized 

resource to available resource at NO_OF_BS number of BSs 

under CA.  
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Fig. 3 Resource utilization vs. Number of vehicles 

 

   Fig.3 shows the plot of percentage of resource utilization vs. 

number of vehicles in VANET. It can be observed from Fig.3 

that initially the percentage of resource utilization increases 

rapidly with the number of vehicles but in the presence of 

maximum number of vehicles its rate of increase reduces as 

most of the resources are now being utilized by the vehicles. 

   The variation of the average block of service vs. number of 

vehicles in VANET is also observed experimentally. The 

average block of service is computed as the ratio of the 

number of block of service at NO_OF_BS number of BSs 

under CA to NO_OF_BS.  

     Fig.4 shows the plot of average block of service vs. number 

of vehicles in VANET. In the present work each BS reserves 

resource for each authentic vehicle within its coverage area as 

long as resource is available in AV_POOL which helps to 

reduce the possibility of block of service.  

 

 
Fig. 4 Average block of service vs. Number of vehicles 

 

   
Fig.5 Number of vehicles vs. Simulation time 

 

   The performance of the proposed scheme is compared with 

[10] on the basis of average block of service and total number 

of vehicles in VANET. In [10] each BS distributes its resource 

among vehicles randomly and can provide service to 48 

numbers of vehicles. So in [10] the block of service at a BS 

increases when the number of vehicles within its coverage 

area exceeds 48. In the present work each BS updates 

AV_POOL dynamically and block of service occurs only 

when the resource in AV_POOL is zero. Thus the possibility 

of average block of service is higher in [10] than in the present 

work which can also be observed from Fig.4. Moreover the 

scheme in [10] can provide service only to 48*NO_OF_BS 

number of vehicles. The present scheme improves scalability 

as it can provide service to more vehicles (Fig.5) than [10] 

without suffering a noticeable loss in performance. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

    The proposed scheme is the solution of three fundamental 

issues in VANET using a common set of information. The 

authentication module at a BS verifies the authentication of 

vehicles which helps to provide service to the authentic 

vehicles only. The location tracking module at a BS tracks an 

authentic vehicle which helps to trace a misbehaving vehicle 

easily. Finally the resource reservation module at a BS 

allocates resource to the authentic vehicles only which helps to 

utilize the limited resource of VANET efficiently. 

    The performance of the proposed scheme can be evaluated 

by using it in inter vehicle communication environment. The 

computation complexity of the proposed scheme may be 

studied. 
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